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Have you had any adverse experiences in switching from a name brand version of your antidepressant to the generic?
We would love to hear your thoughts on this topic. According to Self magazine , these inspections are not happening
with the frequency that they should and drug recalls are the result. In the case of antidepressants- nortriptyline and
bupriopion Wellbutrin may be more vulnerable to dosage variations. As reassuring as this seems there are still people
who are not convinced that generics equal the quality of a name-brand product. Since we were discussing Wellbutrin I
called my local pharmacy to see about the price difference in price between generic and brand name. If you are on a
personal connection, like at home, you can run an anti-virus scan on your device to make sure it is not infected with
malware. Typically when one brings up this topic of generic vs. What can I do to prevent this in the future? Insurance
companies often switch you to the generic version of your medication and sometimes without even informing you. For
those patients who felt that the generic version was inferior and less effective, this study validated their concerns. It may
have been cheaper but for many people, taking this generic version discovered that their depression symptoms returned.
So yes there is a huge monetary difference there. For a break-down of the costs of generic vs. Or do you feel that there is
little to no difference? In for example, one of our depression writers, Deborah Gray , wrote about how one of the generic
versions of Wellbutrin XL , Budeprion XL, did not perform as well as the name brand medication in terms of
effectiveness. There does not seem to be any clear cut consensus as to whether generics are always equivalent in
efficacy, quality and safety to name-brand medications despite reassurances from the FDA. One more step Please
complete the security check to access forums. It is most likely the case that your insurance company will have an FAQ
section about brand-name vs. Merely Me , Community Member.Sep 6, - 8 Answers - Posted in: wellbutrin, depression,
obesity, bupropion - Answer: There is no difference in the medicine content between Wellbutrin Is there a difference
between bupropion hcl xl and. Jul 17, - I even tried lowering my dose of bupropion, but the nausea didn't go away. (My
morning dose stayed the same.) I read a recent news article (Bloomberg) about the differences between generic and
brand-name drugs. I realized the release mechanism of my morning pills might be the problem. I take two. Mar 26, "The medication seemed to stop working. Michael has been crying a lot again, and having major meltdowns he even ran
into the street one day and nearly got hit by a car. He can't get his homework done. It feels like we're back to square one.
But it dawned on me that his Wellbutrin looked different when I. Jan 17, - And in cases where there is no generic
version available some insurance companies are finding ways to refuse paying for the brand name drugs outright. Since
we were discussing Wellbutrin I called my local pharmacy to see about the price difference in price between generic and
brand name. A day. Jul 17, - Several antidepressants are now available and have been proven effective in making
symptoms of depression disappear. One of the medications prescribed for depression is Buproprion, under the trade
name Wellbutrin. Wellbutrin is available in XL and SR formulations, but what is the difference between. There are
many who believe and possibly even research can back up that there is a difference between a generic and a name brand
medications, although it seems to remain controversial. Have you started the Wellbutrin yet? There are some who will
tell you that no matter which, they have felt extreme Bupropion Xl Vs. Budeprion Xl. Feb 22, - It pays to be informed
since, according to the FDA, nearly 8 in 10 prescriptions filled in the United States are for generic drugs. The use of
generic drugs is expected to grow over the next few years as a number of popular drugs come off patent through What
is the difference between generics and. Nov 23, - Recently the FDA announced that Teva's generic version of Wellbutrin
XL (budeprion) was not in fact an equivalent medication, pulling it from the market. This is sort of No contest. Second, I
wake up much more readily in the morning, similar to the difference between not being on lamotrigine and taking it. Oct
25, - A physician called our pharmacy today asking us about the difference between Wellbutrin SR and Wellbutrin XL.
The pharmacist told him that the main No matter what anyone tells you, the reason there is a Wellbutrin XL is because
there is a generic for Wellbutrin SR. If there were no generic SR, there. My extensive searching online tells me that
*there is* a difference between the brand and generic versions of Wellbutrin. In fact, irrespective of the drug there is
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always potential for variation between brand name and generic despite what some doctors and many pharmacists will
have you believe.
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